
                                                                                                                                                              

 

Record of Discussion 
IDN-EU FLEGT-VPA JOINT EXPERT MEETING 

SOLO, 17 NOVEMBER 2014 
 

 
Introduction 

The Indonesia-EU FLEGT-VPA Joint Expert Meeting was held in Solo, 17 November 2014. 

The Meeting was co-chaired by Dr. Agus Sarsito (IDN) and Mr. Colin Crooks (EU). 

 

Agenda of the Meeting 

The Meeting discussed the following Agenda: 

1. Agreement on final version of the Joint SVLK Assessment stage II report 

The Joint SVLK Assessment stage II report was accepted. A concise summary report 

for public will be developed, prepared by MFP and EFI.  

2. Identification of open issues, leading to the development of a revised IDN-

EU Action Plan on VPA implementation 

Both parties discussed the draft IDN-EU Action Plan on VPA Implementations, 

including the timeline. Some issues have been discussed i.e. granting permit, IM, and 

others. Further discussions were still needed, including on the issue of reformulating 

the “Joint Assessment” so that it will provide positive impact upon the perception of 

the Indonesian SVLK towards complying the VPA.  

Both parties agreed for a mutual benefit by getting FLEGT VPA go alive. 

3. Update on VPA annex review 

Both parties were of the view that there was no fundamental changes, so there is no 

need for re-ratification. Annex revisions would be continued with a plan to package 

this as much as possible using the original frame (such as 5 legality standards) and 

focus on most important changes only. These revised annexes will need to be adopted 

by the JIC. 

Annex I: Scope of Products. Using 6 digit HS codes that can describe specific products 

(to avoid the use of “Ex.” where possible). If “Ex.” need to be used, include detailed 



 

  

description of products covered/excluded and put complete IDN HS Code in square 

bracket.  

Annex II: Legality Definition. A paragraph will be added to clarify that SVLK is not only 

a legal scheme but also it is a sustainable scheme. After one period of getting SVLK, a 

company managing state-owned forest tract should obtain a sustainable management 

of certificate.  

Annex V: Timber Legality Assurance System. This annex will be revised based on the 

new revised regulations. 

4. Update on JIC work 

EU proposals for Rules of Procedures and Rules for Arbitration of the JIC will be 

further discussed by Indonesian stakeholders including Ministry of Foreign Affair. 

A Concept Note for the development of a Joint - JIC secretariat was discussed. The 

Indonesia – EU focal points will lead the secretariat but work range will be broaden. 

Indonesia focal point will be supported by Indonesia Secretariat, and it will be 

facilitated by MFP3. Head of JIC secretariat will also be supported by part time experts 

(communication, impact monitoring, and others).  

 

5. Update on VPA monitoring instruments 

Indonesia presented a TOR of impact monitoring developed by Technical Working 

Group. Some issues have been raised and will be consulted by TWG further to clarify.  

The result of the consultation will be delivered to EU to be acknowledged. 

EU updated the progress of IMM. ITTO consultant has conducted some meetings and 

visit in Indonesia.  IMM report will publish this year, available in December 2014. 

Periodic Evaluation based on the Article 5, Annex VI FLEGT-VPA. The arrangement 

should be agreed before FLEGT License is effective.  

 

6. Date of next JIC meeting 

JEM before the JIC meeting. Pre JIC a day before the JIC meeting. Both parties 

agreed to conduct a next JIC meeting on Thursday, 29 January 2015. 

 
7. Other matters 

Related to the new Indonesian administration, both parties agreed on VPA Document 

that the name of the Ministry of Forestry officially known as the Ministry of 

Environment and Forestry.  


